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Abstract

This work presents a dynamic transport model of a solid–liquid media through a twin-screw extruder (TSE). The application under

consideration is the solid–liquid extraction of solute from raw plant substrate. Dynamic experiments are performed and compared with the

simulated results for step functions on the solid feed rate and on the screw rotating speed. Despite some imperfections, results allow to validate

the simulator.
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1. Introduction

An important application domain of twin-screw extruders

(TSE) is found in the agro-industry for starch conversion

and protein texturisation [1,2]. These contactors allow the

simultaneous combination of two unit operations: extrusion

and cooking, thus performing both physical and chemical

transformations of biopolymers in a single step. TSE can

also be used as an extractor, to process essential oils [3],

lipids [4], or wood pulping [5,6]. Its ability to carry out ex-

traction and chemical reaction in a single continuous reactor

makes TSE very valuable for the valorisation of agroresource

wastes [7].

In the setting of solid–liquid extraction from raw plant

substrate, twin-screw extruder is considered as a multifunc-

tion thermo-mechano-chemical reactor. This complex de-

vice (Fig. 1) is essentially constituted of solid and liquid

feeding systems and of a variable speed motor that drags

the two screws turning in a barrel. The temperature is reg-

ulated with induction belts and cooled by water circulation.

Screw profiles are composed at will by the user with trans-

port screw elements (direct pitch screw), with reversed screw
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elements (RSE) and with kneading elements (MAL) with

different shapes and functions [8]. Twin-screw extruder is

mainly used for its capacity of transfer whatever the viscos-

ity of products and the very large range of mechanical ac-

tions that it can exercise on the matter (shearing, bruising,

compression, . . . ).

In order to facilitate the clarification of processes in the

extruder, it is necessary to be able to develop some fast

and sure methods to appraise parameters intervening in

transport phenomena, in heat transfer and in mechanical

effects within the device. Besides, in order to conduct the

industrial implantation of these processes, the setting up

of an efficient and robust supervision system will prove to

be necessary. Indeed, the raw plant substrate heterogene-

ity and the fluctuation of solid feeding rate often leads to

unsteady-states and can provoke the mechanical blockages

of the system.

The objective of this work is to propose a dynamic simula-

tor of the transport of a polyphasic medium raw plant-solvent

in a co-rotative and intermeshing TSE. In the first step, a

model will be proposed. This model integrates absorption

phenomena of the solvent by the solid, as well as the ex-

pression of the solute in the final compression. In the second

step, experiences will be presented in order to validate the

dynamic simulator.



Fig. 1. Twin-screw extruder description.

2. Presentation of the dynamic model

However, the current problem, in a certain way, is quit

different from previous studies. If TSE hydrodynamics for

food or polymer begin to be well known [9–11], the two

phase flow constituted by vegetable matter/liquid does not

allow to adopt a mechanical approach for now.

Complexity of the phenomena in this process first lies in

the complexity of the vegetable matter itself and second in

the important coupling between chemical, mechanical and

physical phenomena involved. Intrinsic physico-chemical

properties classically used in chemical engineering are not

easily accessible or are difficult to define for the vegetable

matter. Moreover, local mass balances are complex and re-

quire drastically simplified hypothesis to be solved. Physi-

cal properties of the vegetable matter, like compressibility,

are subject to thorough changes. Its internal structure is af-

fected by the progress of the reactive extraction as NaOH

breaks it, and by internal moisture occurrence. Chemically

spreading, the vegetable matter is also uneasy to define. In

fact, only general classes of compounds (cellulose, hemicel-

luloses, proteins, pectins, lipids, . . . ) are used. Each class

contains biopolymers that can be very different in terms of

molar weight, polymerisation degree as well as transport

properties (diffusivity), solubility, etc.

Besides, thermo-mechano-chemical processes in twin-

screw extruders exhibit use and possibility advantages

which become disadvantages for their modelling. If a com-
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Fig. 2. Phenomena and coupling analysis.

bination of thermal, mechanical and chemical effects in a

same continuous reactor allows the development of a lot

of different processes, it also leads to a high phenomena

interdependence.

2.1. Model structure and establishment

The main theoretical difficulty for the establishment of

the model lies in the coupling between the particle and in-

traparticle physico-chemistry of the vegetable matter on the

one hand, and the mechanical and transport phenomena on

the other hand (Fig. 2). Their links are direct via operation

like crushing or compression, as well as, indirect via the

residence time and consequently via the reaction or the ad-

sorption process. In addition, an important retroaction of the

screw element geometry on the behaviour within the previ-

ous elements prevails.

Furthermore, the filling ratio of the different elements

evolves in space and in time [8]. Otherwise, the study of a

reactor completely closed to the observation presents many

difficulties.

As it has been developed by many authors for poly-

mer and food [12–14], the matter transport has been stud-

ied via the residence time distribution (RTD) method [15].

Then a transport model has been proposed [16] for the

twin-screw extruder used in raw plant substrate fractionation

in steady-state. This work tackles the modelling of transport

phenomena with a one-dimensional model. The example



considers the extraction of hemicelluloses from poplar wood

with an aqueous solution of sodium carbonate. A screw pro-

file permitting this operation has been finalised [15,17]. This

profile includes transport screw elements, kneading elements

(which assure the homogeneity of the matter), and reversed

screw elements involved in the solid–liquid separation by

matter compression over a filter.

The adopted method consists in separating the extruder

in functional zones for which a specific model is proposed.

These models are based on mass balances and take into

account information acquired experimentally in order to

integrate knowledge upon the geometry of the different

screw elements and on the physico-chemical properties of

the solid–liquid substrate. Two categories of screw elements

are identified: elements that are always full of matter in

steady-state and those that are not. Besides, two zones of

the extruder can be differentiated: a zone where the two

phases are present, and a zone where the only solid is

present (after the filter).

Furthermore, the main process is considered as isother-

mal. This is mainly due to the presence of water all along the

extruder and the low influence of temperature on the matter

properties.

2.2. Partially filled elements

Elements of the screw profile that are partially filled are

the transport screw to the exception of the one situated up-

stream of the reversed screw element. It will be considered,

in these elements, that there are no phenomena of matter

compression (i.e. there is no variation of the solid porosity).

Besides, the mass transfer of the liquid phase towards the

porous volume of the solid takes place in these elements that

are not under mechanical constraints.

The mass balances for solid, liquid and internal liquid

phases can be written in an dx length element as follows:

dmS

dt
= FS −

Np(1− α)

dx
mS (1)

dmL

dt
= FL −

Np(1− α)

dx
mL − A (2)

dmI

dt
= FI −

Np(1− α)

dx
mI + A (3)

where FI is the internal liquid flow entering in an element

of volume, from the previous element, FL the liquid flow

entering in an element of volume, from the previous element,

FS the solid flow entering in an element of volume, from the

previous element, mI the internal liquid mass (in the solid

porosity) mL the mass of liquid, mS the mass of solid, N

the screw rotating speed, p the pitch of the transport screw

element and α is the factor of shape of the transport element.

The term A is the flux of liquid transferred from the liquid

phase toward the porosity of the solid. This global instanta-

neous flux can be written as:

A = K(mI max −mI) (4)

where mI max is the maximal amount of liquid that can be

contained by the solid. This term can be expressed with the

porosity ε of the solid, the mass of solid mS and the ratio of

the densities of the liquid and the solid is given by:

mI max =
ε

1− ε

ρL

ρS
mS (5)

Finally, on the solid and liquid mass balances it is possible

to add a term of mass inlet flow G per unit of time to the

corresponding abscissa. In our case, this mass inlet flow

appears at the beginning of the TSE (solid feeding zone

in the first element and liquid feeding zone in the second

element).

2.3. Filled elements

The filled elements of the screw profile are the kneading

elements and the RSE. Concerning the transport screw situ-

ated upstream of the RSE, previous experiments show that

it is filled to the half of its length [8,15]. Indeed, with the

solid–liquid system and the processing conditions we used,

the pressure drop in the RSE does not seem to have a ma-

jor influence on the behaviour of the matter in this element.

Kneading elements contain the two phases, liquid and solid.

The other filled elements are situated after the liquid out-

let and then, only the liquid phase is the one contained in

the porosity of the solid. The compression of the solid takes

place in these elements.

Mass balances for solid and liquid can be expressed in an

dx length element by:

dmS

dt
= FS −

vSmS

dx
(6)

dmL

dt
= FL −

vLmL

dx
(7)

otherwise it is possible to add the two following constraints:

mL

ρL
+

mS

ρS
= V (8)

vS = βvL (9)

as the element is full, it becomes:

d

dt

(

mS

ρS
+

mL

ρL

)

= 0 =
FS

ρS
+

FL

ρL
−

mS

dx

βvL

ρS
−

mL

dx

vL

ρL

(10)

and then

FS

ρS
+

FL

ρL
= vL

(

mS

dx

β

ρS
+

mL

dx

1

ρL

)

(11)

so, by using Eqs. (10) and (11) in Eqs. (6) and (7):

dmS

dt
= FS − β(ρLFS + ρSFL)

mS

mL + βmS
(12)

dmL

dt
= FL − (ρLFS + ρSFL)

mL

mL + βmS
(13)



2.4. Numeric resolution

Equations are discretised at the second-order in space and

the first-order in time. The resolution of the system thus

formed is solved with a Runge-Kutta type algorithm.

3. Simulations and experimental validations

3.1. Description of the process and the equipment

The application under consideration is a solid–liquid

extraction process of hemicelluloses from poplar wood

(populus tremuloı̈de) via alkaline solubilisation. The used

twin-screw extruder is a CLEXTRAL BC45 that includes

two co-rotative and intermeshing screws.

Five different kinds of elements are used in the screw

profile: T2F (trapezoidal two-flight screw), C2F (two-flight

screw), MAL2 (bi-lobe kneading element) always positioned

with a π/2 shift (i.e. in a neutral position for transport com-

pared with conveying screw elements), MAL0 (right-handed

mono-lobe kneading element) always positioned with a π/13

shift (i.e. in a positive position for transport) and C2FC (re-

versed two-flight screw element). The reverse screw element

has peripheral slots grooved in the screw flight for leak-

age flow. Finally, the pitch of the transport screw elements,

varies from 66 to 25mm. The exact screw profile used is

described on Fig. 1.

The ground wood (at an average size of 15mm×2mm×

2mm) is introduced in head of device by a feeding screw

calibrated in mass, at the same time as the liquid phase

containing 5% mass in sodium carbonate. A balance per-

mits the registration of the mass in solid outlet (at the

die).

3.2. Model parameters

The considered model requires the knowledge of

physico-chemical parameters of the solid and liquid phases

(density, porosity), as well as the geometric parameters

of the different elements (volume, surface). In the studied

case, ρL = 1000 kgm−3, ρS = 1220 kgm−3, ε = 0.78,

and K = 0.01 s−1. These parameters have been determined

independently of the extruder [18].

Finally, the model has an adjustable parameter by type of

element of screw:

• The parameter α is for transport screw elements. This pa-

rameter characterises the slip velocity of matter in relation

to the longitudinal screw velocity.

• The parameter β is for the kneading elements. This pa-

rameter is the ratio of the solid velocity by the liquid ve-

locity and allows to calculate the mass retention in the

screw elements. β represents in a global point of view

rubbings in kneading elements (i.e. the viscous rubbings

and rubbings between matter and barrel).

The values of these adjustable parameter are α = 0.3;

βMAL0 = 1.42 (for the MAL0 kneading element) and

βMAL2 = 2.05 (for the MAL2 kneading element). These

values have been obtained by parametric identification in

steady-state and their physical meaning have been discussed

in [16]. In the present paper, the objective is to use these re-

sults without changes to predict the dynamics of the system

and discuss their accuracy and relevance in that case.

3.3. Experiments

Once the steady-state is reached, variations are done on

the solid feed rate and on the screw rotation velocity. Step

functions answers of the system are then measured on the

solid instantaneous outlet.

The initial steady-state is obtained with the following val-

ues for the operating parameters: screw rotating speed, N =

2.98 turns s−1; liquid feed rate, QL = 5.3 g s−1; solid feed

rate, QS = 1.09 g s−1. Table 1 describes the different varia-

tions achieved on QS and N.

There are three step functions on the solid feed rate and

three on the rotating speed screw. The solid phase outlet rate

is measured every seconds and is reported in Fig. 3.

3.4. Solid feed rate step function answers

Fig. 4 describes the answer of the system to a positive and

a negative step function on the solid feed rate. Between the

two landings in steady-state, the curve presents two dynamic

phases separated by a short steady-state.

The first is owed to the change of retention in the kneading

element the nearest to the solid outlet, and the second to

the kneading element the most distant. Indeed, the reversed

screw element and the half transport screw upstream of the

RSE remain full because these two elements only contain

the solid phase (they are situated after the filter).

Besides, a solid flux change has a direct influence on the

liquid flux because of the variations of the internal liquid

mass. Indeed, for a liquid flux of 5 g s−1, when the solid flux

goes from 1 to 2 g s−1, the internal liquid quantity grows

from 1.5 to 3 g s−1 (for a solid weight percentage in the

outlet solid ω of 40%). In steady-state

mI =
1− ω

ω
mS

Table 1

Achieved experiments

Time (s) QS (g s−1) N (turns s−1)

0 1.09 2.98

290 1.9

770 0.9

1380 3.66

1700 2.98

1980 3.66

2160 1.9
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3.5. Screw rotating speed step function answers

Fig. 5 describes the answer of the system to a positive

followed by a negative step function on the screw rotat-

ing speed. The curve presents two peaks separated by a

steady-state. The model prediction is not satisfactory. In-

deed, according to the model, the variations of rotation speed

have only a direct influence on the amount of matter in the

transport screws. However, it seems that the rate of com-

paction in the reversed screw element also depends on this
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parameter [16]. The model must then be improved in order

to better represent the behaviour of this element and then

to take into account the dynamic influence on the physical

structure on the matter. Of course, this study is far from be-

ing easy and will need further improvement on the raw plant

knowledge.

4. Conclusion

The proposed model represents the experimental dynamic

results in a correct way in the studied cases. Besides, values

of the parameters β1 and β2 obtained in steady-state by RTD

methods are preserved. The coefficient K, characterising the

apparent global kinetic of transfer of the liquid phase toward

the solid did not appear in the steady-state model. Indeed, the

time of contact of the two phases in the device is sufficient

for the solid to be saturated in liquid at the filter abscissa.

Therefore, the influence of this parameter can only be studied

in dynamic experiments.

The model must be improved on the reversed screw ele-

ment to take into account the effect of the rotating speed on

the mechanical phenomena. But as far as the considered op-

eration is solid–liquid extraction, the extruder part situated

after the filter has less importance.



The proposed model, in spite of its imperfections seems

to be adapted to raw plant substrate fractionation in the

twin-screw extruder. It can be used to characterise transport

phenomena of solid–liquid medium in few experiments and

then to avoid fastidious residence time distribution experi-

mental phases. This parameters identification step will, of

course, need further study on the mathematical structure as

the model sensitivity to the adjustable parameters.
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Appendix A. Nomenclature

A flux of liquid transferred toward the internal

liquid phase

FI internal liquid flux entering in an element of

volume, from the previous element

FL liquid flux entering in an element of volume,

from the previous element

FS solid flux entering in an element of volume,

from the previous element

G flux of matter entering in an element of

volume (feeding)

K transfer coefficient of the liquid into the

solid porosity

mI internal liquid mass (in the solid porosity)

mL mass of liquid

mS mass of solid

N screw rotating speed

p pitch of the transport screw element

QL liquid feed rate

QS solid feed rate

V volume of the mass balance element

vL speed of the liquid phase

vS speed of the solid phase

Greek letters

α factor of shape of transport element

β ratio of the solid speed by the liquid speed

in kneading element

ε solid porosity

ω solid weight percentage in the solid
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